Agenda

• General Technology Overview
• LED Lighting And Your Office Space
• Lighting Your Warehouse Space

• Questions
LED IS AMAZING!
217 TWh
The 2025 Projected Electricity Savings from Solid-State Lighting

100%
2025 Projected Wind Power Electricity Generation

12x
2025 Projected Solar Power Electricity Generation

20 Million
U.S. Household Electricity Use
10 Years ago Los Angeles was lit with High Pressure Sodium!
Lessons we have learned over the past 6 years

1. Trust BUT Verify! Not all manufactures are giving “all” information.
2. The change to LED white light gives the perception of higher light levels, compared to HPS or MH.
3. Energy Savings are real and getting better and better.
4. LED Light gives improved visibility
And the manufactures are making changes...

Philips laid off employees at many locations and shut down plants that make traditional light products.

Osram has laid off over 4000 employees

GE announced the discontinuing of a large percentage of traditional light products...

The trend will continue...LED is the future
High Quality Light...Perceived Higher Light Levels

35 FC’s

35 FC’s
Tunable Lighting?
Are you making the change?